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1 Sound Synthesis Historical and Technological Key Points

1.1 Hardware Sound Synthesizers

Musical instruments are mecanico-acoustic sound ‘synthesizers’, since they directly produce the acoustical
wave that is responsible for the perception of sound in the ear. Most of the musical instruments produce
sound as the superimposition of harmonics (additive synthesis) and/or as the filtering of a rich source by a
resonant structure (subtractive synthesis).

The first shift in technology of sound synthesis is due to the use of electronics with the electronic oscillator
developed by L. de Forest (1915), as explored by L. Hammond with the Hammond Organ (1935), H. Le Caine
with the Sackbut (1940ies, [62]), H. Rhodes with the Fender Rhodes (1940ies), R. Moog with the voltage
controlled subsystems (such as the Moog Synth, 1960ies), D. Buchla with the first sequencer (1970ies).
Another shift in technology of sound synthesis was due to the use of digital signal processing in the end
of the 1950ies, and later with the Synclavier (1975), the Fairlight (1979), and several other developments
during the 1980ies.

1.2 Software Sound Synthesizers

The history of software sound synthesizers starts with the beginning of digital audio, with the works of Max
Mathews [29]. Indeed, the studies he carried out were about analysis and synthesis of digital sound. Several
synthesis techniques have been developed:

• analysis/synthesis models, such as the additive model [31, 53], the substractive model using LPC
[27, 28] or the cepstrum [38], the phase vocoder [40, 17];

• physical models, by solving a set of non-linear integro-differential equations that represent the be-
havior of an instrument [19], with simple mechanical models (mass-spring system) [7], with wave guides
[54], or with modal synthesis [37];
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• abstract techniques, such as frequency modulation synthesis [11], granular synthesis [48], non linear
distortion synthesis [3] (also called waveshaping synthesis [6]), scanned synthesis [59], etc.

2 Considerations on Software Sound Synthesizers

Many software packages currently available allow for using some of these synthesis, or for developing one’s
own synthesis technique. According to Carla Scaletti [51], computer music software can be considered of
two kinds:

• utilities, that “perform a well design, familiar function that is needed by a large number of people”,
such as audio/MIDI sequencer, automatic transcription software, etc.

• computer music langages, that do “nothing on [their] own; one uses a language to express one’s
own thoughts and ideas. This is what makes these particular software packages so open, extensible,
and useable in ways unanticipated by their authors”.

This separation does not take into account libraries for sound synthesis, that also allow for creative design
of sounds. In this document, we focus on sound synthesis, thus excluding most of the utilities such as
audio/MIDI sequencers, plugins, score editors, automatic transcribers, mixers, except when they provide
sound synthesis facilities (e.g. synthesizer plugins in audio sequencers).

We then consider that three programming environment types can be used:

• libraries for sound synthesis,

• programming environments, which are computer music languages using textual or graphical pro-
gramming environments, and

• end user software, which are utilities that allow for limited programming capability.

Considering environments allowing external control (e.g. gestural control), some allow for synchronous
control (i.e. control with a constant sampling rate and synchronized with audio samples), whereas others
have asynchronous control (i.e. control is not synchronized with the audio), and give priority to sound
synthesis when the central processing unit (CPU) is overloaded.

2.1 Description of Selected Synthesis Packages

We present a list of packages that provide sound synthesis facilities. Some of these packages correspond to
different implementations of the same original graphical programming environment: Max/MSP, jMax and
Pd are historically inter-related since developed from the same initial package Max/FTS (first named Patcher
and then Max). Reaktor and Tassman are modular synthesizer/studio that can be considered similar, even
if they were developed by different companies1.

Selected Packages

CLAM2 [1, 2, 12] is “a full-fledged software framework for research and application development in the
Audio and Music Domain. It offers a conceptual model as well as tools for the analysis, synthesis and
transformation of audio signals” [12], especially for additive model. This library was first developed in order
“to offer a complete, flexible and platform independent Sound Analysis/Synthesis C++ platform to meet
current and future needs of all MTG3 projects”. Three main axes were defined: the library must be complete
(that should include all utilities needed in a Sound Processing Project, namely input/output, processing,
storage, display...), flexible (easy to use and adapt to any kind of need) and platform independent (must

1For considerations about future directions of computer music software, packages, etc, please refer to [26, 25].
2The underlined names correspond to the packages we will focus on later.
3MTG: Music Technology Group, IUA-UPF, Barcelona.
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compile under UNIX, Linux, Windows and MacOs platforms). This library is an AGNULA4 project with
GPL5. It provides SDIF6 and XML7 support.

Csound [58, 5, 4, 18] is a computer music language that provides essentially the portage of MusicN to C.
It is organized with instruments (definition of the synthesizer) and scores (definition of the timeline controls
of the instruments). There also exist an orchestra, which are structures of instruments, providing another
control level. It is multiplatform (Linux, MacOs, Unix, Window). The list of analysis/synthesis techniques
provided is nearly complete: additive, subtractive, FOF, phase vocoder, lpc, granular synthesis, etc. Csound
provides control via the MIDI protocol. A runtime event generating tool (Cscore) now allows for real time
synchronous control. However, the real time control was not designed in the language definition, and suffers
from limitations. Cecilia is a graphical user interface for Csound [39, 10].

Genesis–Mimesis [8, 9] is a system developed at ACROE-ICA, and optimized for sound synthesis (Gen-
esis) and image synthesis (Mimesis) with tactile feedback (on the Silicon Graphics platform), in the context
of enactiveness. It is described elsewhere by our partners in the Enactive project.

jMax [16, 21] is a partial open source and multi-platform (Linux, MacOs, Unix, Windows) modular
synthesizer, with JAVA interface (the ‘j’ of ‘jMax’ stands for JAVA). It is a package developed at IRCAM8

and is now part of the AGNULA project. jMax is one of the ‘sons’ of the Max/FTS program developed
by M. Puckette. It provides a top-bottom signal flow representation for graphical programming. The FTS
library provides the signal processing engine. The control is asynchronous and provided using MIDI9 as well
as OSC10 data. It suffers from a lack of consistent documentation.

Kyma [50, 51, 52, 22] is a real time “environment for music, film sound, advertising, post production,
sound design for computer games, the web and other immersive environments” [22], as well as stage per-
formances, developed by Symbolic Sound for the MacOsX platform. It is a graphical modular synthesizer
with a timeline sequencer, useful for sequencing several synthesizers and effects, but also for providing time-
varying control (automation). A configurable control surface allows for real time control of synthesizers and
effects. Synthesizers are built using a signal flow representation (similar to the one of Max/MSP, jMax, Pd,
Reaktor, Tassman). The Capybara11 is a hardware with 4 to 28 processors, providing sound computation
and communications (with MIDI as well as VITC/LTC protocols used for video) with external devices.

LabView [23] is a “graphical development environment for signal acquisition, measurement analysis, and
data presentation” [23] (for Linux, MacOsX and Windows platforms). This software provides extensive
tools for signal acquisition (card) and signal analysis (toolkits), but is not dedicated to musical signals. The
manufacturer, National Instruments, also provides a real time version and several acquisition cards (only for
Windows), allowing for acquisition and network communication with serial, Ethernet and GPIB devices (but
none of the usual protocols for synthesizer control, such as MIDI or OSC, is implemented). it is however not
used yet for musical signal synthesis, but is promising (also for analysis signal of gestural control devices).

Matlab [49, 30] is “a high-level technical computing language and interactive environment for algorithm
development, data visualization, data analysis, and numerical computation” [30]. This tool for numerical
computations handles matrices and vectors. The signal processing toolbox provides most of the necessary
tools for signal processing, but is not sufficient for all the sound synthesis techniques. Matlab is well
documented, and used mainly for non real time research purposes in sound synthesis and processing [64].

4AGNULA: A GNU Library for Audio.
5GNU Public License.
6SDIF: Sound Description Interchange Format.
7XML: eXtended Markup Language.
8IRCAM: Institut de Recherche et Coordination Acoustique/Musique, Paris.
9MIDI: Musical Instrument Digital Interface.

10OSC: Open Sound Protocol [60, 61].
11Kyma requires the Capybara hardware.
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The Simulink toolbox is graphical programming environment. An acquisition card for PCs allows for real
time processing; it is however not used for musical signal synthesis.

Max/MSP [41, 44, 63, 15] is one of the ‘sons’ of the Max/FTS program. The Max package, first de-
veloped ar IRCAM, then by Opcode and now by Cycling’74, provides MIDI processing of events (on the
MacOsX and Windows platforms). MSP is the real time audio library processing and Jitter is a video pro-
cessing library. Programs are graphically done using a top-bottom signal flow representation (inlets on top,
outlets at the bottom, with right-to-left priority). Events are asynchronously processed, and an OSC support
is provided, as well as the insertion of VST plugins. It is the most documented of its peers: Reference Guide,
Tutorial, Software Development Kit (SDK12, and Online Help). However, this documentation sometimes
suffer from a lack of coherence .

Pd13 [43, 42, 45, 46] is another ‘son’ of Max/FTS. This real time graphical programming environment
is open source, multi-platform (Linux, MacOsX, Window). It provides audio, video and graphical process-
ing. Control is asynchronous and is provided through MIDI and OSC protocols. It suffers from a lack of
documentation. As for Max/MSP, the Pd community is organized and growing. Moreover, the community
participates by adding functionalities, synthesis methods (such as physical modelling). Two libraries (Flext
and Cyclone) allows for writing externals for Pd as well as for Max/MSP.

Plugins are compiled object that can be dynamically linked to audio sequencers as well as graphical
programming environments (e.g. the VST plugins in Max/MSP). Synthesizer plugins also exist, which
are most of the time simulating vintage synthesizers, as well as audio effect plugins, that transform input
sounds in order to modify some of their perceptual properties (changing the pitch, the dynamic, the timbre,
etc.). Various format exist: VST (MacOsX,Window), AudioUnit (MacOsX), RTAS (MacOsX, Window),
TDM (MacOsX, Window), MAS (MacOsX, Window), DirectX (Window), LADSPA (Linux), etc. They are
usually used in audio sequencers.

Reaktor [47] is a graphical modular synthesizer, also considered as a real time modular studio as it also
provides sampling and effects (MacOsX and Windows platforms). The synthesis techniques implemented
are additive, wavetable, FM and analog modelling. Reaktor is developed by Native Instruments and allows
for using the MIDI and OSC protocols, and the use of effects and synthesizer plugins (VST and AudioUnits
formats) and interfaces with several systems (DXi, ASIO, CoreAudio, SoudManager, OMS). Reaktor clearly
separates the graphical programming from the control, by providing one view for each (similar to LabView).
This allows for an easier use of the synthesizer.

STK [13, 14, 55] is an open source “cross-platform C++ environment designed for rapid prototyping of
music synthesis and audio processing programs. The Synthesis ToolKit offers an array of unit generators
for filtering, input/output, etc., as well as examples of new and classic synthesis and effects algorithms
for research, teaching, performance, and composition purpose” [13]. This real time library is available on
almost all current platforms (Linux, MacOsX, Unix, Windows), and can be easily ported on less common
Unix platforms. Various synthesis techniques are provided: additive, subtractive, wavetable, FM, modal, as
well as sampling, physical modelling of string and wind instruments, physically inspired statistical particle
models. The control is provided using SKINI14 that uses pipes and sockets, also with MIDI via a MIDI2SKINI
interface. GUI support is available via Tcl/Tk control scripts. The documentation is well maintained.

SuperCollider [33, 34, 32, 35, 56] is a real time audio synthesis programming language. It is an
object-oriented language (“dynamically typed, single-heritance, single-argument dispatch, garbage-collected,
object-oriented language similar to SmallTalk”), and provides a server/client architecture in order to allow

12SDK: Software Development Kit.
13Pd stands for Pure Data, and also for Public Domain.
14SKINI: Synthesis toolKit Interactive Network Interface.
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for network applications. The control is synchronous (as well as asynchronous for event triggering). It also
provides dynamic definition/instantiation/removal of objects in real time, contrary to Max-derived packages.

Tassman [57] “is a modular sound synthesis studio based on physical modelling technology” for MacOsX
and Windows platforms, allowing for a collection of synths ranging from highly realistic emulation of acoustic
instruments, analog and FM synthesizers, loop processors to hybrid creations. This synthesizer is the only
one of its type that combines physical modelling with usual synthesis techniques. The documentation is
good; it is however impossible to document the patches done by the user (no comment function yet). It
allows for using the MIDI protocol as well as plugins. As Reaktor and LabView, Tassman clearly separates
the graphical programming from the control, by providing one view for each. Some limits are given to the
objects in order to avoid unpleasant sounds such as distortion (but by doing so, it limits the potentiality in
a research context).

2.2 Evaluation of Synthesis Packages

2.2.1 Evaluation Criteria

Evaluating Synthesis Techniques Ten interesting criteria were proposed in [20] to evaluate a sound
synthesis technique and its implementation, c.f. Tab. 1.

Criterium
Are parameters Intuitive?
How perceptible are parameter changes
How physical are the parameters
How well behaved are the parameters?
How robust is the sound’s identity?
How efficient is the algorithm?

memory
processing
control stream

How sparse is the control stream?
What classes of sounds can be represented?
What is the smallest possible latency?
Do analysis tools exist?

Table 1: Ten criteria for evaluation of synthesis techniques and their implementations [20].

Typology: Library – Programming Environment – End User Software As seen above, pack-
ages can be classified as libraries, programming environments (or langages) and end user software. The
libraries are generally dedicated to sound synthesis and provide lots of other functionalities, such as file
reading/writing, graphics plotting, etc. Programming environment allows for programming in a langage
that can do much more than only sound synthesis: e.g. SuperCollider or Max/MSP does not handle only
musical data structures. End user software provide the user an interface usually simpler more intuitive
but also more restricted in terms of possibilities (some manipulations and computations are disabled, e.g.
Tassman protects the user from creating a sound that is too loud) and expansion.

Programming

• the programming type, whether graphical (by virtually patching or wiring elementary units) or textual;

• the control type, whether synchronous (s) or asynchronous (as);

• the availability of network communication protocols (MIDI, OSC [60, 61]);
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• the possibility of dynamically instantiate objects, such as synthesizers.

External Control Via a Network - Interoperability Other criteria for architecture evaluation are
provided in [36]: the synchronisation with synthesis algorithm, the processing and communication network
latency, the distributed processing and scalable run-time performance, and the integration of gestural and
synthesis algorithm.

Documentation The documentation and information available about the software is a precious source of
information, since we want to develop our own extensions to fit the requirements of haptics and Enactive
environments. Its availability must be known before starting. The questions that arise are then:

• Are the source codes available?

• Is there a software development kit (SDK) available to write external objects?

• Are there tutorials, reference books and/or web sites, mailing-lists?

• Is the provided documentation exhaustive, coherent, organized?

2.2.2 Comparison of Packages

We classified the packages according to the 3-tier typology presented before, and comment on various pro-
gramming aspects (textually, graphically), control type, (Tab. 2), documentation, and possibility to write
externals (eventually with a dedicated SDK) (Tab. 3). Notice that at present, in the case of the selected
sound synthesis packages, the open source aspect is correlated to the commercial/freeware aspect.

Packages OS Programming Externals Ctrl Protocols Special
by Type Text Graphic (syn/asyn) Features

Libraries
CLAM L/M/W

√
–

√
syn MIDI/OSC

STK L/M/U/W
√

–
√

syn MIDI/OSC

Prog. Env.
Matlab L/M/U/W

√
Simulink

√
– – prototyping

LabView L/M/W –
√

– syn – acquisition cards
Max/MSP M/W –

√
SDK asyn MIDI/OSC

Pd L/M/W –
√

SDK asyn MIDI/OSC
jMax L/M/W –

√ √
asyn MIDI/OSC

Plugins SDK L/M/W
√

– SDK asyn MIDI/OSC
Csound L/M/U/W

√
–

√
syn MIDI/OSC

SuperCollider M
√

–
√

syn MIDI/OSC dyn. instantiation

End User Soft.
Kyma M –

√
– syn MIDI Capybara hardware

Tassman M/W –
√

– asyn MIDI physical modelling
Reaktor M/W –

√
– asyn MIDI/OSC

Sequencers L/M/W –
√

plugins asyn MIDI
Effect plugins L/M/W – – n/a asyn MIDI

Synth. plugins L/M/W – – n/a asyn MIDI

Table 2: Comparison of Sound Synthesis Packages from a Software Standpoint. The operating system (OS)
is noted L for Linux, M for MacOsX, U for Unix and W for Windows. In the column ‘externals’, the ‘SDK’
means that the package provides a SDK to develop externals (Max/MSP) or plugins (VST, CoreAudio, etc.).
The control type is asynchronous (as) or synchronous (s).

2.3 Synthesis Packages for Enactiveness

When developing an enactive system for sound synthesis, various considerations have to be taken into
account. First, the package must provide real time processing as well as synchronous control. It has to be
extensible (as open as possible, such as Csound, Pd, SuperCollider), so that one can modify it or adapt it to
specific requirements. It has to be well documented to facilitate its use. A specific place is given to open
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Packages Source Documentation/Information Extra Docs
by Type Code Exhaustive Coherent Organized Tutorial Ref Book

Libraries
CLAM

√
–

√ √
[12] –

STK
√ √ √ √

[55] [14]

Prog. Env.
Matlab –

√ √ √ √ √

LabView –
√ √ √ √ √

Max/MSP –
√

– –
√

–
Pd

√
–

√
–

√
–

jMax
√

–
√

–
√

–
Plugins SDK – –

√ √ √
–

Csound
√ √ √ √

[58] [5, 4]
SuperCollider

√
–

√
– [56] –

End User Soft.
Kyma –

√ √ √ √
[52]

Tassman – –
√ √ √ √

Reaktor – –
√ √ √

[24]
Sequencers n/a –

√ √ √ √

Effect plugins n/a n/a n/a n/a
√ √

Synth. plugins n/a n/a n/a n/a
√ √

Table 3: Comparison of Sound Synthesis Packages from a Documentation Standpoint.

data structures (that are configurable and can be expanded), the possibility of dynamic instantiation
and activation (since we do not want to overload the operating system when not needed), as well as network
capabilities to allow for complex interaction with the haptic system.

Through these considerations, it clearly appears that end user software, however easy to use and powerful,
cannot be used. As regards the graphical environment (Max/MSP, Pd, jMax), they have limited data
structure types, which cause problems when control is concerned (no vector type, no synchronous control,
etc.). The libraries offer solutions for the data structure types. However, neither CLAM nor STK offers
graphical programming environment. Moreover, CLAM is a high-level library oriented towards the additive
model only, and the STK library is too low-level for the sound synthesizer we plan to develop.

Only Max/MSP satisfies the required level of documentation, but it is not open source. On the other hand,
SuperCollider is the only language that provides dynamic instantiation15 as well as network capabilities.

The solution we will use consists of combining Max-derived graphical programming environment for event
processing via MIDI/OSC protocols (Max/MSP if documentation is the priority, Pd if the open source aspect
is the priority) with SuperCollider for sound synthesis with network capabilities.
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